Committee Reports for the
2021 Annual General Meeting

Dah dah dah dah dah dah, here’s the story….no, it’s not The Brady Bunch – it’s
your ‘online’ Committee for 2020/2021!
Brett, Nick, Paul, Alan,
Mat, Chris, Russell, Gordon,
Anthony, Kelvin, Daniel, John
Jeff

From your President
Welcome another weird year in the world of Motafrenz! The club year of 2020/2021 continued along the rocky path
that defined the end of the 2019/2020 year – one with many ups and downs, along with a new way of doing things
becoming the new “normal”!
The Committee have embraced the new “normal” and have modified/up-dated much of how we do things – we’ve
embraced on-line catch-up for times when they are necessary, we have become much more diligent in our attendance
records and our planning has stepped up to include the COVIDsafe necessities. On-line Committee meetings have
become the easy alternative should we not be permitted to meet face to face.
We’ve continued to focus on the health and safety of members by operating in line with all government requirements.
Although this has posed its own set of issues and challenges with much planning and replanning involved. For some of
the short notice changes and promotions, we must apologise, but safety first!
Whilst discussing government requirements, the Committee have continued our good governance over the club
finances and affairs.
To Jeff who has had to schedule, postpone and reschedule so many events, and the entire Committee – thank you for
the effort and flexibility you have all shown throughout the year! I also must thank Colin who stepped down from the
Committee earlier this year.
Some of our traditional events unfortunately were rescheduled or cancelled due to restrictions – normally relating to
numbers able to attend. Midsummer became Midautumn, Chill-out was restructured without many of the traditional
events, and even our smaller club events had to adapt. Show & Shine was moved due to restrictions last year – the
anticipated 30th Anniversary event was put on the back burner as the required planning was too much to incorporate
into a short notice event.
Having said that, when Show & Shine was held, it was the biggest one I’ve had anything to do with – over 60 cars were
on display with more than 50% of vehicles on display from outside of Motafrenz. The Committee have promoted Show
& Shine to outside clubs and groups for several years, but 2021 was out best result. With many attendees from other
clubs, the feedback was great and all things going to plan, these people will bring more from their club to the next Show
& Shine later in 2021.
Concerns about inviting non Motafrenz’ers were raised, but all promotional materials clearly stated the event was being
run by an LGBTIQA organisation. All those who did attend were welcomed and we made a great impression. There were
no issues – only a good time to be enjoyed by all who attended. It was a display of inclusiveness and acceptance – a long
term goal and objective of the club!
To Nick, thank you for doing such a great job of promoting Motafrenz and building our on-line presence to the level it
has achieved. This presence will continue to keep our members, and the public connected and up-to-date with what is
going on.
Our affiliations with the AOMC and Federation have continued strongly. Events organised by both organisations were all
cancelled for the early part of this year – events that Motafrenz always proudly and colourfully participate in. Here’s
hoping that large multi-club car shows make a return for 2022!
We have also forged a strong affiliation with Car Gays Australia on Facebook with several co-convened events occurring.
This affiliation is a great way to expand the clubs reach and appeal within the broader motoring community.
Motafrenz also fundraised for the newly opened Victorian Pride Centre in St Kilda – even securing a plaque outside a
downstairs boardroom thanking us for our donation. We passed the hat around and with donations from members and
a Club contribution funded furnishing this space – a space we hope to use for future Committee meetings.

The Committee had planned to host the overdue, and oft postponed, 30th Anniversary dinner on July 17th – sadly COVID
has again delayed this event. We hope to hold this event in late August or September, and the new Committee will keep
you all appraised with updates.
Very few clubs and community groups reach this milestone and Motafrenz members (both past and present!) are to be
congratulated for creating, building and simply being part of this amazing organisation! The world has changed in the
last 30 years – sheesh, look at the last 18 months – and Motafrenz has continued to grow, and change with the times.
I’m proud to have had the honour of being President of this awesome organisation for the past 3years. It’s time to hand
over the reins and let the story continue. I’m not going far, and I still hope to serve on the Committee to help the
Motafrenz story unfold.
Thanks to the Committee who have all pulled together over the last 18 months for your support. Thanks too to you –
our invaluable members – for your support as well. It has been a cough couple of years with such rapid change foisted
upon us. But as a Club, as a Committee and as a bunch of friends, we have come through this stronger and more
prepared for the challenges before us.
See you all soon!

Alan Benedetti

One of our several “Drive and Take Away” cruises to the suburbs in 2020.

From your Secretary
As Secretary of Motafrenz for the past year, I am pleased to report that for the 2020/2021 Club Year your Club has
adhered to the Constitution and satisfied the compliance requirements of the Victorian Government’s regulator for
clubs and associations, Consumer Affairs Victoria (CAV).
Most of my work as Secretary revolves around the monthly Committee Meetings. I make sure that the Agenda is
prepared and communicated to Committee members. After the Meeting I send the Minutes to the Committee
members. The Minutes need to make clear what actions each member needs to take to ensure the ongoing smooth
running of your Club. As Secretary I also make sure that all correspondence is attended to.
I would like to especially thank Nick Bassett for his wonderful support of our Google Drive system. This has
revolutionised the operations of the Committee, in that all documents and communications are conducted
electronically.
The use of Google Drive in conjunction with Zoom has meant your Club and Committee have been able to operate
effectively during COVID 19 Lockdowns. Using Google Drive, the Committee members work collaboratively on
documents without the need to email them to each other, and without the need for paper copies.
The role of Secretary is rewarding, and so I will be standing for re-election. Please consider standing for a Committee
position for the coming year. Don’t worry, the other Committee members will assist and support you, as they have me.

Gordon Campbell

A good turnout for our day trip to the Brisbane Ranges in 2020.

From your Treasurer
The result for the 2020/21 financial year was a deficit of $1,937.
Receipts totalled $9,497, a decrease of 3% over the year and Expenses totalled $11,434, an increase of 96% ($5,830 last
year).
An overview of our major expenses:
●
●
●
●
●

th
The biggest expense for the year was for member gifts for the club's 30 anniversary, being the Grille Badges.
This came to $3,190. This expense made up 28% of our expenditure.
The next major expense was $1,773 for car stickers and key rings with the club's logo. This made up 16% of our
expenditure.
The club made a donation of $1,500 to the Pride Centre towards furniture for their boardroom. This made up
13% of our expenditure.
The club spent $1,005 on stickers and magnets for the club's trailer. This made up 9% of our expenditure.
Looking at revenue – membership is our biggest revenue source at 72%, last year, membership fees made up
75% of our revenue.
The club's funds at the end of the financial year stood at $18,056. This compares with $19,994 last year.
The deficit for the year of $1,937, reflects the expenditure on club property, member gifts and the club's
donation to the Pride Centre.

Membership Fees
For the 2021/2022 year, I recommend Membership fees remain at:
● Single - $50
● Joint - $65

Russell Lees

One of our biggest turnouts ever for our Show & Shine 2021.

From your Events Co-ordinator
Events for the last year yet again had cancelations, special additions and rescheduling with an effort to make the best of
what we could when we could. No doubt COVID will continue to cause havoc with scheduling events into the future
until enough of us Australians are eventually vaccinated.
4WD events: No success on the 4WD events for the last year however the committee will no doubt still support anyone
keen to lead 4WD events.
Drive And Take Away (DATA): Due to COVID, many Drive and Take Away events were successful after coming out of a
long lockdown and were easy to reschedule when restrictions changed. These were often conducted on a Friday evening
which feedback suggests more of these events should be scheduled.
Online Garage Talk: These events were very much a respite during lockdown and were held regularly during these
personally restrictive days. Ad-hoc online garage talks have also occurred post lockdown and again these appear to be
popular with members. The committee has every intention of continuing with these events as they allow members and
guests far and wide to catch up.
ANZAC Day: In the past few years the ANZAC day drive proved to be one of the most attended drive events of the year
however COVID got in the way again. Also for ANZAC day, the club supported Paul for the Rainbow Wreath Laying
Ceremony representing DEFGLIS (the Defence Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex Information Service
network) at the Shrine of Remembrance. Unfortunately COVID stopped club members from supporting Paul at the
Shrine but hopefully we can do that next year and have a drive.
Christmas Party: The Christmas party was run at an outdoor public park for the first time. Self catered due to COVID
restrictions, this still proved to be a success. Worth noting is that the club trailer made an appearance which made
bumping in and out quick and easy with a very short walking distance.
The club trailer conveniently doubled as Mary Clause’s changing room, and no one batted an eyelid while Gordon’s
wonderful sister Mary paraded around a public park just for us to enjoy. The club is very fortunate to have such a
wonderful MC for our Christmas events and we will be considering a similar setting for future parties.
Wine Tour: Brett led a successful and wonderful wine tour and he invited the BMC/Leyland club which made it an even
more wonderful day. The two car clubs were able to get to know each other and this worked very well.
ChillOut 2021: Albeit without the parade and carnival was successful with two houses being booked as there were
plenty of smaller COVID safe events on the ChillOut calendar.
Pride 2021: Was also surprisingly successful after significant rescheduling and COVID safe challenges. After Motaffrenz
offered to carry members of PLV who could not walk, Midsumma, the organisers of Victoria’s Pride March, allowed us to
have many more vehicles in the March.
Nick instigated a rainbow theme for the first six vehicles, for which Motafrenz was given a special mention. Motafrenz
yet again proudly provided an open top vehicle for the official opening for the fourth year in a row and always an
honour and a privilege for the member performing this important ceremonial opportunity.
Midsumma: The club ran the usual Magical Mystery Tour event for Midsumma with a smaller turnout than usual
probably due to COVID in general.
Overnight events: Overnight events have populated the events schedule to a greater extent than ever before. These
include camping with an excuse to get that caravan out or pitch a tent, to luxury accommodation in air conditioned
motels. Whether this popularity is caused by COVID and all the lockdowns and no OS travel, hopefully this trend will
continue into the future as they certainly seem to be currently in demand.

Show and Shine: The use of Como Park North and push promoting the event on Facebook got the word out and
surprisingly the numbers of non member cars pretty much equaled the number of members. This event occurred at the
end of a particularly long lockdown and also that larger shows were and still are not happening. This was the perfect
opportunity to show Motafrenz off to a wider audience and the weather was on our side.
Event Coordinator Helpers: Having two committee members specifically helping event coordination has certainly
helped. With Daniel and Kelvin’s support and input, great events have happened and I’m sure that this is very much
appreciated by the majority of members.
Worth noting is that with this extra help, and subsequently from other committee members, have also contributed in
developing many more excellent events.
There were also events organised by members that added to the fun such as the indoor drive-in theatre led by Mike.
Apologies if I’ve missed any other members who lead an event.
Cheap-eats and Slot cars: These events continued where permitted and continue to be a great way for members to
socialise and get together on a regular basis.
So that’s a wrap for 20/21 and I’m sure members can look forward to many more wonderful events including the
forthcoming 30th birthday celebrations.

Jeffrey Whitehead

A fun time for all at our socially distanced Christmas Party Picnic in 2020.

From your Social Media Co-ordinator
& Publication Editor
For the purpose of simplicity and possibly some overlap, I have grouped my two reports together as one.
With the reduction of physically interactive activities due to COVID-19, “Cruise Control”, our monthly member
newsletter has become a link for many to stay engaged with the club.
I would like to thank members that contributed in any way to the magazine – it was very much appreciated, and I look
forward to more involvement from members in the months ahead. There is no format you have to follow, and you can
write about you first car, your current car, a car you wished you’d kept, or a car you dream of owning…
I always appreciate receiving any articles, pictures or information of interest to include in the newsletter. They don’t
have to be club specific, but it would be fantastic if we could have additional member generated content.
We commenced Online Garage Talks as a way to stay engaged with members, and for members to stay engaged with
each other during the first long lockdown in 2020. They immediately proved successful, and we have been having them
intermittently, as they are easily setup when the smaller “circuit breaker” lockdowns have occurred – as recently as this
week!
We are slowly evolving our social media, primarily Facebook, to be utilised as a tool to engage people to attend our
events. It has been a slow process as the “owner” of the Facebook group isn’t easily identifiable.
After another full and rewarding year, I’m happy to continue in both these roles for a further term, should members see
fit. ☺

Nick Bassett

From your AOMC Representatives
The AOMC has no car shows due do COVID and the financial risk at scheduling a car show should a lockdown occur. The
AMOC still intends to have future car shows when the risk of cancelling is significantly reduced.
The quarterly AOMC delegates meetings have been attended mostly via zoom over the last year.
The AOMC quarterly magazine, which also contains the minutes of the previous delegates meeting, is included and the
quarterly magazine is also intended for clubs’ members as it is linked and downloadable from Cruise Control.
The AOMC continues to represent the interests of the car clubs it represents.
The AOMC is also back on track to find the fiscal and social value of clubs’ activities, the support to communities from
events and the overall business support behind this movement, and present that information to the government.
Current estimations are around 10% of GDP.
Motafrenz intends to continue its relationship with the AOMC as the AOMC is recognised for its importance particularly
with respect to CPS.

Jeffrey Whitehead

From your Membership Officer
EOFY member number was 172 members. 7 up on last year’s EOFY.
We continue to use Tidyclub as our membership database. They have changed their plan/billing platforms and we were
about to use the system for free, however this limited us in some applications of using it (eg email quota). Systemwise it
is a good at keeping members details up to date, new membership applications, re-newals, and payment
integration/link. It is not the best on reporting, but we manage this well.
We have had some issues, but we are dealing with them as they arise. It is a 3rd party system and at times it doesn’t
align with what we want to do, however for the bulk of it, it works well. We are using it more with record keeping with
CPS and emails.
We have had a slight increase in memberships over the last year, mainly for CPS. Some have subsequently not renewed
for the new year. It seems that this is a general occurrence year on year. Our member base is still buoyant and strong
with high membership renewals.
Stay safe, Happy Motoring,

Brett Huxtable

Mt Franklin Camping Weekend 2021.

From your Club Permit Officer
We close out the 2021 club year with 69 members with 111 vehicles on CPS.
Please be aware that renewals are now able to be processed entirely online via MyVicroads, please get in touch with me
if you need assistance. Otherwise you can still proceed with posting your renewal form along with a stamped selfaddressed envelope to me.
A reminder that it is club policy to attend at least one event during a year in order to retain CPS, obviously that had been
difficult considering circumstances, however, we have plenty of events back on the calendar as circumstances allow.

Mathew Giacomantonio

From your Privacy Officer
If the year 2019 - 2020 struck many within Motafrenz as being a personal annus horribilis due to the social,
employment, and deleterious health effects pertaining to the required and multiple lockdowns, to say nothing of
potential life-threatening illness, then 2020- 2021 has proved to be just as difficult for many, if only slightly different in
shape and form.
And as such it has been another very difficult year for the club with many events having to be postponed or cancelled,
and again the club has improvised with digital media to keep members in contact with each other and keep the social
connections between us all intact.
In 2020, as previously reported, an extensive examination and revision of the clubs’ policies and practices as regards
privacy, and the conditions and clauses laid out in the clubs privacy policy and sign up waiver form was undertaken.
Numerous changes were made regarding the use of photos and other media in the club’s magazine, and also as regards
postings of such media on social media platforms.
The fruit of these changes has now come to bear, in that the club is far less exposed to potential legal ramifications in
the case of dispute as regards issues of personal privacy and digital media re identifiable photos being posted online.
Given that the Pandemic is currently raging still, it has undoubtedly brought more and more social interaction and
posting of photos and other media online, where the club has no direct control.
As such I am very thankful that the club has the necessary changes in place such as to protect itself legally, with this
unprecedented increase of change in how people relate and interact online in the digital information age - both now
and undoubtedly in the future.
The role of the privacy officer is arguably an important one. The privacy officer’s responsibility is to ensure that the
privacy of members is both respected and maintained, and to also respond to any enquiries as regards privacy, and
complaints about such that may be addressed to the club.
Motafrenz has and upholds a privacy policy as part of its constitution and a commitment to protecting the personal
information of its members, abides by any legal requirements, and your personal privacy continues to be important to
the club.
Your confidential data is held on secure servers with limited access, and members may still opt out of having
abbreviated and summarised contact details circulated on the Clubs Contact List - which is circulated to members only.
With respect to social media and the interaction online between members of the club, I would once again kindly remind
members that the club is not responsible for comments made by individual members on social media sites.
I would however, ask that you be mindful about information and comments you may upload on to these sites, especially
about other members.
Communication is purported to be 75% non-verbal, so with text communication only on social media, good intentioned
actions, or even humour, can sometimes be easily misinterpreted, and can foster ill feeling and other undesired results.
Courtesy costs nothing and it is more rewarding to be kind than it is to be critical in communication with others.
In closing I would like to thank all the members of the current committee who have worked tirelessly to achieve the best
outcomes for the club and its members under very difficult and trying times, and on all levels.
We’ve had our ups and downs, learned from our mistakes, taken pleasure and gratitude in our successes, and above all
look to further supporting and growing the club as an avenue of expression and community for those LGBTQ people

who hold a passion for motor vehicles, and for building a social and supportive community of friends and allies around
it.
It’s been a pleasure to have been involved and I look forwards to renewed challenges and achievements to come with
the club as a whole in the forthcoming year.
Wishing you and yours both dear, near and far, a safe and satisfying passage through the remainder of this year.
Kind regards

John McLeod

Our 2021 trip to the Kerrisdale Mountain Railway.

From your Property Officer
This year, the trailer has been housed at the home of Motafrenz Life Member Mike Frith. The Committee thanks Mike
and his household for their hospitality.
The trailer did not get much use this year, but this gave us some time to get some things sorted:
● We arranged a working-bee to clean and polish the trailer;
● A complete stocktake was performed and a list of items is stored on Google Drive;
● We ordered and received signage for the trailer;
● The trailer has been weighed to ensure compliance with Victorian road rules and laws; and
● Future housing of the trailer is being investigated, and will be forwarded to the incoming Committee.
The trailer was used for the following events:
● Motafrenz Christmas Party (without signage);
● Show and Shine; and
● Magical Mystery Tour (at the start point only).
For use of the Motafrenz trailer or other items of Club property, please contact the Property Officer at
property@motafrenz.org.au

Paul Hollingworth

From your Federation Representatives
The last year has been an odd one in the year of the Federation.
All Federation events for the year have been cancelled due to COVID – and many of the events for the next few months
have also been cancelled.
The Federation have continued to advocate for the motoring community – particularly with the now active review of the
Club Permit Scheme (CPS).
This has been a rather drawn out process – it too was affected by COVID in the second quarter of 2020. Other internal
restructuring at VicRoads affected the consultation process with external parties to the CPS. This includes peak bodies
(Federation and AOMC) and organisations like RACV.
I’m very keen to see how the current CPS review pans out – the principal change is to the age of eligibility. All member
clubs and their members were asked to submit suggestions via the VicRoads website – I hope everyone took up the
opportunity to provide feedback.
Once the review has been finalised, we will be sure to let you know the outcome. I’d also suggest keeping an eye out on
your emails (particularly if you have a VicRoads account) for how this will affect the CPS.
I look forward to the opportunity to continue in this role in 2021/22.

Alan Benedetti

From your Community Representative
Well, what a whirlwind and a blur the last year has been! From memory when I sat down to write my report
last year, we had exited one lockdown and thought we may be free, then it happened again, lockdown that is.
Of course, no one has escaped the Covid lockdowns, and hey the days, months and now years are just rolling
into one, but hey we are here, and we are alive!
So, for our community and our club what has happened? Well without our club for many of us this is our
community and our connection to the outside world that provides friendships, activities, guidance and
support each and every month.
Motafrenz as a club has continued to work through restrictions, to ensure we were there for our members
and friends to ensure that a connection is still available to them.
Like many other clubs and groups in the GLBTI+ world as a community we have been there via some restricted
in person events and also online events, keeping us all connected. All vital for our health and wellbeing. Other
important community events that have occurred throughout the club year have been online events, such as
virtual Midsumma, MQFF and also Globe networking.
Whilst the most recent online event that is just past our club year is the Official opening of Victorian Pride
Centre. The centre which Motafrenz has been a supporter of from the initial consultation stages, we should be
proud we were able to raise funds to sponsor the purchase of the items required for one of the meeting
rooms, of course a room we anticipate we will hold many club meetings in.
So, as I reflect on the past year, I feel proud that despite the challenges faced worldwide, Motafrenz has
continued to support its members and the wider GLBTI+ community with events both in person and online,
that have enabled us all to stay connected and have an interest outside the covid world.
Yours in safe motoring

Anthony Wiseman

Our Rainbow entry into Pride March 2021 was very well received,
we were nominated in the “Most Innovative or Cleverest Float/Theme” category.

Honour Board
Life Members

Anthony Wiseman & Trevor Drew (2019)
Michael Frith & Francesc Rubio Martinez (2019)
Gordon Campbell (2015)
Leigh Miles & Philip Norman (2011)
David Provan & Bruce R (2005)
Robert Tenney & Andrew W (2005)
Ross Lambert
Chris Meaden & Brian Rowe

Member of the Year
2019 – Les Fitzgerald
2018 – Chris K
2018 – Chris G
2017 – Chris M
2017 – Brian R
2016 – Brett Huxtable
2015 – Daniel Borton
2014 – Francesc Rubio Martinez
2013 – Allan Radford
2012 – Stuart Poole
2011 – Russell Lees
2010 – Peter Robinson
2009 – Peter Flavell
2008 – Sai Wong
2007 – Michael McNamara
2006 – Gordon Campbell
2005 – Nick Horn
2005 – Rod Blanchard
2004 – Gordon Campbell
2003 – Leigh Miles
2002 – Robert Tinney
2001 – Darren Davis
2000 – Leigh Miles
1999 – Geoff Wiltshire
1998 – Brett Gustard
1997 – Frank de Pina
1996 – Ross Lambert
1995 – Jay Liebowitz
1994 – Scott Howard
1993 – Phillip Blake
1992 – Phillip Blake

